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The reaction of formaldehyde radical anion with methyl chloride, CH2O•- + CH3Cl, is an example in which
a single transition state leads to two products: substitution at carbon (Sub(C), CH3CH2O• + Cl-) and electron
transfer (ET, CH2O + CH3

• + Cl-). The branching ratio for this reaction has been studied by ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD). The energies of transition states and intermediates were computed at a variety of levels
of theory and compared to accurate energetics calculated by the G3 and CBS-QB3 methods. A bond additivity
correction has been constructed to improve the Hartree-Fock potential energy surface (BAC-UHF). A
satisfactory balance between good energetics and affordable AIMD calculations can be achieved with
BH&HLYP/6-31G(d) and BAC-UHF/6-31G(d) calculations. Approximately 200 ab initio classical trajectories
were calculated for each level of theory with initial conditions sampled from a thermal distribution at 298 K
at the transition state. Three types of trajectories were distinguished: trajectories that go directly to ET product,
trajectories that go to Sub(C) product, and trajectories that initially go into the Sub(C) valley and then dissociate
to ET products. The BH&HLYP/6-31G(d) calculations overestimate the number of nonreactive and direct
ET trajectories because the transition state is too early. For the BH&HLYP and BAC-UHF methods, about
one-third of the trajectories that initially go into the Sub(C) valley dissociate to ET products, compared to
just over half with UHF/6-31G(d) in the earlier study. This difference can be attributed to a better value for
the calculated energy release from the initial transition state and to an improved Sub(C)f ET barrier height
with the BH&HLYP and BAC-UHF methods.

Introduction

Borderline reactions occur when two related mechanisms start
to merge and generate a mechanism with combined properties.1,2

The entanglement of the mechanisms and their crossover in a
borderline reaction is an intriguing topic that has attracted much
attention recently. In the borderline region, the reaction can
occur through two different transition states with similar reaction
rates, or more interestingly, the reaction can proceed via one
single transition state to two different products. A well-known
example of the latter case is the reaction between ketyl radical
anions and alkyl halides in which both electron transfer (ET)
products and substitution at carbon (Sub(C)) products can be
formed via the same, tightly bound transition state.3-14 Such
cases are especially attractive, since a slight change of the
potential energy surface around the transition state may vary
the branching ratio of the products.

The relationship between electron transfer and substitution
mechanisms in this system has been the subject of numerous
theoretical and experimental studies.3-14 Electron transfer can
occur through two pathways. In one case, an electron can be
transferred via an outer sphere species which involves a weak
interaction and surface hopping. In the other case, the reaction
can proceed via a tightly bound transition state, which may also
lead to substitution products.3,4,7-15 Early mechanistic studies
were carried out by Garst on the reactions of benzophenone

ketyls with alkyl bromides,16,17where it was shown that, along
with an ET mechanism that leads to radical formation, one also
obtains alkylation products. More recent mechanistic studies
were carried out by Screttas and Michascrettas,18 who used13C
spin transfer NMR techniques to try to quantify the inner sphere
tightly bound transition states. These reactions and analogous
ones have been considered to have the borderline character
between ET and Sub(C) mechanisms,19 since the observed rate
constants were 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than those
expected for ET reactions in the outer sphere mechanism. In
some of the reactions,19-21 tightly bonded transition states were
suggested because the entropy of activation was found to be
quite negative (-5 to -16 eu). Similar conclusions were drawn
by Eberson.22 As such, these processes may fall into the category
of the present model where a single transition state serves two
mechanisms. Using the usual tools of physical organic chem-
istry, it may be difficult to distinguish these intriguing situations
from the more pedestrian case characterized by two separate
transition states. Computational methods, particularly the simu-
lation of molecular dynamics by ab initio classical trajectory
calculation can provide valuable insights into these novel
reactions that are unavailable through experimental methods.

Reactions between ketyl radical anions and alkyl halides that
exhibit the richness of borderline mechanisms have been studied
by both reaction path following and ab initio trajectory
calculations.3,4,7-15 As seen in Scheme 1, after the transition
state, the potential energy surface bifurcates into two valleys:
the ET product valley and the Sub(C) product valley. Of these
reactions, the CH2O•- + CH3Cl system has been the most
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intensively studied.3,4,7-15 The tightly bound transition state has
been well characterized at a variety of levels of theory in
previous work.3,4,7-15 Reaction path following showed that the
steepest descent path usingZ-matrix internal coordinates results
in ET products, while the reaction path using mass-weighted
coordinates (intrinsic reaction coordinate, IRC) leads to a ridge.
With unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) calculations, the reaction
path proceeds to the Sub(C) valley, but with restricted open
shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) calculations, the path falls back
into the ET valley.11 The effect of substituents on the direction
of the reaction has been studied by Yamataka, Aida, and Dupuis
(YAD) and by our group. From a series of ab initio classical
trajectory calculations on CH2O•- + CH3X (X ) F, Cl, Br),11

NCCHO•- + CH3Cl,11,14 and NCCHO•- + (CH3)2CHCl,14 it
was found that shorter C-C distances in the transition states
and weaker electron donors favor Sub(C) over ET; cyano
substitution favored the substitution reaction and bulky substitu-
tion favored electron transfer. A closer look at the molecular
dynamics simulations revealed three types of trajectories:12-15

simple ones that go directly to Sub(C) products or directly to
ET products and more complex ones that go first to the Sub(C)
valley and then finally dissociate to ET products. Trajectories
leading to the Sub(C) valley produced CH3CH2O• fragments
with considerable internal energy, and some of these underwent
unimolecular dissociation, yielding ET products via first-order
kinetics.15 Higher temperatures raised the amount of internal
energy and increased the number of Sub(C)-to-ET trajecto-
ries.13,15 On the other hand, solvent relaxation decreased the
number of the trajectories which went from Sub(C) to ET.13

From the various molecular dynamics simulations, it is
apparent that the branching ratio depends on the quality of the
potential energy surface. The ratio of Sub(C) to direct ET
trajectories depends on the position of the ridge separating the
two valleys. The energy released from the transition state to
Sub(C) products and the height of the barrier separating the
Sub(C) and ET valleys are important factors in determining the
number of the trajectories that are able to dissociate to ET
products. Ab initio classical trajectory calculations with higher
levels of theory are needed to clarify the dynamics of this
system. Accurate gas phase energies can be calculated by
compound methods such as G3 and CBS-QB3,23-25 but these
are far too costly to be used for classical trajectory calculations
of the CH2O•- + CH3Cl system. In the present work, we explore
the effect of a number of more affordable levels of theory on
the energetics and dynamics of the CH2O•- + CH3Cl reaction
in the gas phase. In particular, we examine the performance of
various functionals for density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions and construct a bond additivity correction to improve the
potential energy surface for molecular dynamics. In subsequent
work, we will look at the effects of solvation on the energetics
and dynamics.

Methods

Molecular orbital calculations were performed with the devel-
opment version of the Gaussian series of programs.26 Geometries
were optimized by Hartree-Fock (HF) and density functional
theory calculations. Higher accuracy energy differences were
calculated by the G323 and CBS-QB324,25 methods. Molecular
dynamics were studied by ab initio classical trajectory calcula-
tions using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,27 in which
the wave function is converged at every step. The nuclei are
moved by the integration of the classical equation of motion
using our Hessian-based predictor-corrector algorithm.28 For the
predictor step, the equations of motion are integrated on a local
quadratic surface. Then, a fifth-order polynomial is fitted to the
energies, gradients, and Hessians at the beginning and end points
of the predictor step. A corrector step is taken on this more
accurate fitted energy surface. The Hessian is calculated analy-
tically and followed by five updates before it is recalculated
analytically again.29

As in our previous work,3,15 the trajectories were started from
the transition state and the initial conditions were chosen to
correspond to a thermal distribution at 298 K. Motion along
the transition vector was in the direction toward the products
and was sampled from a thermal distribution.30 Rotational
energies were sampled from a thermal distribution of a sym-
metric top. For the vibrational degrees of freedom, quasiclassical
normal-mode sampling was used and included both zero-point
energy and thermal energy.30,31Trajectories were integrated with
a step size of 0.5 amu1/2 bohr. The total energy was conserved
to better than 10-5 hartree, and total angular momentum was
conserved to better than 10-9p through the use of projection.
For each level of theory, approximately 200 trajectories were
integrated starting from the transition state and ending with the
products being well separated.

Results and Discussion

Structures and Energetics.The G3 level of theory is known
to give reliable energetics (mean absolute deviation of 1.02 kcal/
mol for 299 comparisons with experiment).23 In assessing the
quality of various levels of theory, the G3 method will be used
as a standard. The energetics and optimized geometries for
various intermediates and transition states for the CH2O•- +
CH3Cl reaction are shown in Figure 1. For G3 calculations,
geometries are optimized by MP2(full)/6-31G(d). Earlier work
showed that expanding the basis set or improving the treatment
of electron correlation does not change the geometry of the
initial transition state (TS) drastically.3 The energies at a number
of levels of theory are compared to the G3 calculations in Table
1. From the perspective of the dynamics of the reaction, four
energy differences are particularly important: the energy release
from the transition state to the Sub(C) product, to the ET
product, and to the Sub(C)f ET transition state and the barrier
from the Sub(C) to ET products. Previous studies showed that
the chloride ion is well separated from the remaining atoms
when the trajectories reach the Sub(C) and ET product valleys.15

Hence, the relevant energy differences are the ones without the
chloride bound. At the G3 level, the energy release from the
TS to Sub(C), ET, and Sub(C)f ET TS are 21.2, 12.3, and
4.7 kcal/mol, respectively, and the barrier from Sub(C) to ET
is 16.5 kcal/mol. The CBS-QB3 values agree very well with
the G3 numbers, but neither method is practical for molecular
dynamics simulations for this system.

Earlier molecular dynamics simulations were carried out at
the UHF/6-31G(d) and UHF/6-31+G(d) levels of theory.3,13-15

The energy releases from the TS to uncomplexed products are

SCHEME 1
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too large by 25-37 kcal/mol, and the barrier from Sub(C) to
ET is 12 kcal/mol too high (see Table 1). The excess energy in
the Sub(C) products should lead to an elevated amount of
dissociation from Sub(C) to ET for trajectories at the UHF level
of theory. In hope of obtaining better agreement with the G3
calculations, we have examined density functional calculations
and bond additivity corrections.

Density functional theory with its broad choice of functionals
offers an alternative method for obtaining better energy differ-
ences that would more closely resemble the G3 potential
energy surface. Several functionals were examined: B3LYP,32

B3PW91,32-36 B1LYP,33 BH&H,37 BH&HLYP,37-39

MPW1PW91,33,40and the recently developed BMK functional.41

Table 2 compares the energetics of these calculations to the
G3 results. Functionals developed for thermochemistry, such
as B3LYP, B3PW91, and B1LYP, often underestimate barrier

heights by 5-10 kcal/mol.42 More problematic is the fact that
these functionals fail to give an optimized geometry for the
reactant complex and the transition state for the CH2O•- + CH3-
Cl reaction. From the reactants, the potential energy surface
descends to products without a barrier. The energies for the
reactant complex and the transition state reported for these
functionals in Table 2 were calculated using the BH&HLYP
optimized geometries. Enlarging the basis set from 6-31G(d)
to CBS7 did not change the B3LYP energy releases signifi-
cantly. The BH&H and BH&HLYP functionals mix in 50% of
the Hartree-Fock exchange. This often improves the barriers
but sometimes at the expense of the reaction energy.42,43 As
shown in Figure 1c, the TS optimized with BH&HLYP/6-31G-
(d) is much earlier along the reaction path than the TS optimized
with MP2(full)/6-31G(d) (RC-C ) 2.823 vs 2.538 Å,RC-Cl )
1.893 vs 1.988 Å), and the barrier from the reactant complex

Figure 1. Optimized geometries and relative energies of the transition states and products for the Sub(C)/ET reaction: (a) G3 enthalpies and
MP2/6-31G(d) geometries; (b) UHF/6-31G(d); (c) BH&HLYP/6-31G(d); (d) BAC-UHF/6-31G(d).

TABLE 1: Enthalpies of the Optimized Transition States and Products for the Sub(C)/ET Reactiona

method

structure G3 CBS-QB3 UHF/6-31G(d) UHF/6-31+G(d) BAC-UHF/6-31G(d)

reactant complex -12.9 -12.1 -13.9 -11.1 -13.0
TS -10.0 -9.9b -8.1 -1.5 -1.8
Sub(C) product complex -43.2 -44.5 -74.4 -64.4 -45.7
ET product complex -37.5 -36.0 -64.5 -55.8 -45.7
Sub(C)f ET TS (with chlorine ion bound) -29.1 -29.1 -49.3 -39.7 -28.0
Sub(C) product -31.2 -31.5 -66.8 -58.1 -32.1
ET product -22.3 -21.5 -50.7 -43.5 -26.5
Sub(C)f ET TS (without chlorine) -14.7 -15.5 -38.4 -30.2 -10.9

a Relative to the reactants, in kilocalories per mole at 298 K, 1 atm.b Single-point energy with the UHF optimized geometry.
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to the transition state is too small. The reactant complex is a
little bit higher than the transition state when zero-point energy
is included. The energy release from the TS to products is much
better than that for Hartree-Fock with the same basis set. The
MPW1PW91 and BMK functionals were developed to provide
an accurate and balanced treatment for both thermochemistry
and barrier heights.40,41 However, these functionals also fail to
give an initial transition state for the CH2O•- + CH3Cl system.
The energy release at MPW1PW91 agrees well with G3, while
BMK overestimates it by about 15 kcal/mol. The initial
transition state for the CH2O•- + CH3Cl reaction is an SN2-
like transition state, and difficulties with density functional
calculations of SN2 reactions have been noted previously.44,45

Bond additivity corrections (BACs) have been used to
improve the calculation of thermochemistry.46-50 Even though
this is very efficient for getting more accurate reaction enthal-
pies, it appears not to have been used previously in molecular
dynamics calculations. Early forms of bond additivity corrections
used only constants,48 but subsequent work showed that better
performance could be obtained with bond additivity corrections
that are a function of the bond length.46,47,49,50The latter form
is also suitable for correcting the potential for ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations. For the reaction between formaldehyde
radical anion and methyl chloride, the most important corrections
are for C-C and C-Cl bond stretching potentials. The BAC
functions that we have used to calculate the corrections for the
CH2O•- + CH3Cl potential energy surface are the following:

The parametersAC-C ) 0.46, RC-C ) 1.13, AC-Cl ) -0.14,
and RC-Cl ) 0.39 are obtained by fitting the UHF/6-31G(d)
energetics to the G3 level of theory. The corresponding
corrections for the derivatives are the following:

As can be seen from Table 1, the BAC-UHF relative energies
are in reasonably good agreement with the G3 results. The BAC-
UHF energy release from the TS to Sub(C) is in better
agreement with the G3 results than the BH&HLYP calculations.

It is apparent that bond additivity correction is an effective and
inexpensive method for improving the quality of potential energy
surfaces.

Molecular Dynamics.The foregoing discussion has identified
BH&HLYP/6-31G(d) and BAC-UHF/6-31G(d) as levels of
theory that may be suitable and practical for simulating the
molecular dynamics of the CH2O•- + CH3Cl reaction. Ap-
proximately 200 trajectories were integrated for each level of
theory, starting at the transition state with initial conditions
sampled from a thermal ensemble at 298 K. The results are
collected in Table 3 and Figure 2 and are compared with our
earlier ab initio classical trajectory study at the UHF/6-31G(d)
level of theory.15 The results can be grouped into six channels:
(a) trajectories that go to Sub(C) products, (b) trajectories that
first go to the Sub(C) valley but then dissociate to ET products
within 600 fs, (c) trajectories that go directly to ET products,
(d) trajectories that go to Sub(O) products, (e) trajectories that
first go to Sub(O) products but then dissociate to ET products,
and (e) trajectories that do not react (NR) but go back to
reactants. For all three of the theoretical methods, the Sub(C)
and Sub(C)f ET numbers show that most of the trajectories
initially go into the Sub(C) valley but a substantial fraction of
these dissociate to ET products. A much smaller number go
directly to ET products. Very few go to Sub(O) products, and
none of these were seen to dissociate to ET products. Even
though the initial velocities along the transition vector were
directed to products, some trajectories returned to reactants
without reacting. Although the three levels of theory show broad
similarities, there are important differences in the ratios of
trajectories in these channels.

Of the total number of trajectories that go into the Sub(C)
valley (i.e., Sub(C)+ Sub(C)f ET), the UHF calculations yield
the largest fraction (56%) dissociating to ET products and the
BH&HLYP calculations the smallest fraction (33%). The UHF
calculations have the largest energy release from the transition
state to Sub(C) products and hence have the most energy
available to surmount the barrier to the ET valley. The somewhat
higher Sub(C)f ET barrier at BH&HLYP than at BAC-UHF
may account for the slightly lower fraction of Sub(C)f ET

TABLE 2: Enthaplies of the Optimized Transition States and Products for the Sub(C)/ET Reaction Calculated by Density
Functional Methodsa

method

structure G3
B3PW91/
6-31G(d)

B3LYP/
6-31G(d)

B1LYP/
6-31G(d)

BH&H/
6-31G(d)

BH&HLYP/
6-31G(d)

MPW1PW91/
6-31G(d)

BMK/
6-31G(d)

reactant complex -12.9 -18.0b 12.5b -18.3b -20.6 -16.4 -17.0 -16.3
TS -10.0 -19.8b 10.6b -19.9b -21.0 -16.5 -19.8b -18.8b

Sub(C) product complex -43.2 -62.2 -31.3 -62.4 -69.0 -64.1 -62.9 -46.9
ET product complex -37.5 -43.1 -14.5 -47.3 -42.5 -49.7 -43.3 -30.5
Sub(C)f ET TS (with chlorine ion bound) -29.1 -38.1 -9.2 -41.0 -41.3 -42.0 -38.8 -25.4
Sub(C) product -31.2 -45.1 -13.7 -46.5 -51.9 -53.1 -46.5 -62.0
ET product -22.3 -22.4 0.8 -32.0 -21.8 -34.1 -28.1 -44.8
Sub(C)f ET TS (without chlorine) -14.7 -24.2 5.2 -26.8 -22.4 -27.8 -24.3 -39.1

a Relative to the reactants, in kilocalories per mole at 298 K, 1 atm.b Single-point energies with the BH&HLYP optimized geometry.

∆E ) AC-C exp{-RC-CRC-C} + AC-Cl exp{-RC-ClRC-Cl}
(1)

∆G ) ∂(∆E)/∂x (2)

) -RC-CAC-C exp{-RC-CRC-C} ∂RC-C/∂x -
RC-ClAC-Cl exp{-RC-ClRC-Cl } ∂RC-Cl/∂x

∆H ) ∂
2(∆E)/∂x2 (3)

) RC-C
2AC-C exp{-RC-CRC-C}(∂RC-C/∂x)2 +

RC-Cl
2AC-Cl exp{-RC-ClRC-Cl }(∂RC-Cl/∂x)2

TABLE 3: Number of Sub(C) and Sub(C) f ET, Direct ET,
Sub(O) f ET, Sub(O), and Nonreactive (NR) Trajectories

method

channel
UHF/

6-31G(d)
BH&HLYP/

6-31G(d)
BAC-UHF/
6-31G(d)

Sub(C) 86 99 114
Sub(C)f ET 108 49 72
direct ET 2 31 14
Sub(O) 1 3 0
Sub(O)f ET 0 0 0
NR 6 21 3
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trajectories for the former (33% vs 39%). The BH&HLYP
calculations show the largest number of direct ET trajectories.
This is in accord with previous findings that longer C-C
distances in the transition state correlate with more electron
transfer reactivity.10,51 The BH&HLYP level of theory also
yields a large number of nonreactive trajectories. The early
transition state coupled with a relatively flat potential energy
surface in the transition state region may increase the probability
that a trajectory is reflected back to the reactants.

The reaction of CH2O•- with CH3Cl deposits a substantial
amount of energy in the newly formed C-C bond. This leads
to chemically activated dissociation of the C-C bond in the
Sub(C) f ET channel. Figure 3 plots the logarithm of the
number of undissociated CH3CH2O• molecules in the Sub(C)
f ET channel. The nearly linear plots are indicative of first-
order kinetics as expected for a unimolecular dissociation. For
the UHF and BAC-UHF cases, about half of these trajectories
have dissociated by 190-200 fs. However,∼250 fs is required
for half of the BH&HLYP trajectories to dissociate. This is
primarily due to the earliness of the BH&HLYP transition state.
As a result, the BH&HLYP trajectories take 40-60 fs longer
than the UHF and BAC-UHF trajectories to reach the region
of the potential energy surface where dissociation can begin.
The rate constants for dissociation determined for the three levels
of theory are remarkably similar,-0.024( 0.002,-0.021(
0.002, and-0.019 ( 0.001 fs-1 for UHF, BH&HLYP, and
BAC-UHF, respectively.

Summary

Ab initio classical trajectory calculations were used to study
the branching ratios for the reaction between formaldehyde
radical anion and methyl chloride. Calculations with the G3 and

CBS-QB3 methods showed that earlier studies at the Hartree-
Fock level of theory overestimated the energy release from the
transition state by up to a factor of 3. The energetics at a variety
of less costly levels of theory were compared to the more
accurate G3 values to find a balance between accuracy and
affordability for ab initio dynamics calculations. DFT calcula-
tions were affordable and offered improved energetics compared
to Hartree-Fock, but most functionals failed to yield an
optimized transition state for this reaction. The exceptions were
the BH&H and BH&HLYP functionals, but these produced
transitions states that are too early along the reaction path. A
bond additivity correction (BAC) scheme was constructed to
improve the Hartree-Fock potential energy surface by fitting
functions to the G3 energetics. Ab initio classical trajectories
were calculated with the BH&HLYP/6-31G(d) and BAC-UHF/
6-31G(d) methods and were compared to earlier calculations
at the UHF/6-31G(d) level of theory. Because the transition state
is too early with the DFT methods, the BH&HLYP molecular
dynamics calculations overestimated the number of nonreactive
and direct ET trajectories. In the UHF/6-31G(d) calculations,

Figure 2. Branching ratios at the UHF/6-31G(d), BH&HLYP/
6-31G(d), and BAC-UHF/6-31G(d) levels of theory and at 298 K.

Figure 3. Plot showing the first-order kinetics for Sub(C)f ET
dissociation at the UHF/6-31G(d), BH&HLYP/6-31G(d), and BAC-
UHF/6-31G(d) levels of theory and at 298 K.

Branching Ratio for CH2O•- + CH3Cl J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 110, No. 8, 20062805



more than half of the trajectories that initially went into the
Sub(C) valley dissociated to ET products. For the BH&HLYP
and BAC-UHF calculations, only about one-third of the Sub-
(C) trajectories dissociate to ET products. Both of these methods
yield a better value for the calculated energy release from the
initial transition state and an improved Sub(C)f ET barrier
height when compare to the G3 results. The present calculations
suggest that bond additivity corrections provide a practical and
widely applicable method for improving potential energy
surfaces for ab initio trajectory calculations. In combination with
inexpensive methods such as Hartree-Fock and calibrated
against accurate methods such as G3, bond additivity corrections
can yield better molecular dynamics results without significantly
increasing the computational cost.
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